
Fourteenth 

LETTER AT THE TURN OF THE TIMES  

TO THE PEOPLE OF GERMANY AND THE WORLD 

 

Dear people in Germany and around the world! 

 

After thousands of years of manipulation by the enemies of humanity, the truth is now  

beginning its triumphal march. 

The truth is neither like champagne, nor like cola, it is 

pure cold clear water. 

It is everywhere, but sometimes so unspectacular and modest, 

it is in all of us, 

it is in every soulful life. 

 

Thanks to all the truth fighters!!! 

 

The battle for truth is much more powerful, more important and more protracted, 

than many of us had perhaps long believed! 

 

Because the oppression of humanity was not just about wars and physical coercion, 

no: for thousands of years it was about the sovereignty of interpretation. 

 

In the absence of real sovereign rights, the enemies of humanity struggled for 

the sovereignty of interpretation. 

Whoever has the sovereignty of interpretation moulds reality like wax into the existing laws, he does not care about the 

laws of those who have the real sovereign rights, and of those who, in harmony with the cosmic laws of creation, 

live in their true rights  

as human beings. 

 

Speaking the truth is currently defined as hate speech, and this can then be prosecuted. 

 

With this simple trick of enforcing the sovereignty of interpretation across the board, which requires a network of 

stupid recipients of orders,  

the whole world was believed to be under control. 

 

In 1871, the year of Earth's misfortune, not only was the true holder of the real Sovereign Rights of the King of 

Prussia, my ancestor Karl Friedrich Ratzeburg, murdered and 

proclaimed the foundation of the German Reich with Wilhelm I as German Emperor, 

it was also the year the UPU was founded. 

Initially, it was only necessary to establish global rules as to what should be done with a letter or parcel,  

a post-vessel so to speak, and what to do with its contents. 

At a later point in time, one could then define - sovereignty of interpretation - what a post-vessel is?  

Earth itself can finally also be defined as such with the content: people, ... everything. 

 

Combine the usurpation of the sovereignty of interpretation, which was simply stolen from the people,  

with an excellent counterfeiting industry, 

the possibilities must be endless! 

(A well-known and important example of this is the Donation of Constantine). 

 

The indigenous peoples of the world were dealt with through forced missionary work and forced baptism, by 

creating an internal body of laws to which they then belonged through baptism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By declaration, an unwanted king was simply redefined as a tyrant. 

Now the people were even obliged by the given laws to fight him. 

When was he no longer a King, no longer a Sovereign? When he lost his dignity. 

It was easy to manipulate here. 

We have seen in recent years how much it went against the dignity of the people, i.e. against their sovereignty. 

 

The CONCEALMENT OF TRUTH became total. 

But those who want and seek the truth will find it. 

The deception is great, but we, the soulful human beings, also receive help. 

For the truth comes from the divine. 

 

And within us, it defies the widespread bombardment of misinformation, false information and malicious 

deception. 

 

The truth is now coming out, also for Germany! 

The truth will inevitably reveal itself. 

The true history of Germany, humanity and Earth will be returned to us! 

 

And I thank these people,  

who wanted to tell me the truth and paid such a high price for it! 

 

I thank all the people who carry the truth in their hearts and 

protect it! 

 

The real Prussian Royal Eagle wears the crown on its head,  

it is without the red velvet of the Vatican. 

The imperial orb and the sceptre are purely a clear expression of the spirit of the people, 

and not a sign of the enemies of humanity. 

 

Truth goes to the four winds, 

whoever stands in its centre  

is sovereign. 

 

The soulful human beings are now also taking back the power of interpretation. 

 

With the Bulla of Earth of the third of December 2022, every single person is  

is given an  i n d i v i d u a l  right to resist. 

Never again does he or she have to bow to the collective, the gateway of the enemies of mankind by means of 

control through a collective, total sovereignty of interpretation. 

He is committed only to the truth and 

to the highest divine cosmic laws, 

his conscience. 

 

And so it only remains for me to 

wish us all a festive and merry Christmas. 

 

Our ancestors, the heavenly armies stand behind us. 

 

Sincerely 

Yours 

Stefan Ratzeburg 

 

At the winter solstice 2023 
offizieller Telegram-Kanal:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg 

 

 



Der Gordische Knoten der Weltgeschichte: Deutschland:  https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/83 

The Gordian Knot of World History: Germany: https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/84 

 

Abstammung:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/50 

Legitimation:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/50 

 

 

 

❖PROKLAMATIONEN                                                                               pdf (Deutsch):  https://t.me/stefanratzeburg 

❖PROCAMATIONS:                                                                                    pdf (English):   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg 

 

NEUE GOLDENE BULLE der ERLÖSUNG_____(07. August 2021): 

NEW AUREA BULLA of RELEASE 

 ________________________________________________________________ 

•Live:   Erklärung und Eröffnung:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/48  

                         Proklamation:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/49  

 

•Text:   Erklärung, Eröffnung:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/55   

           Explanation, Opening:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/57   

 

 

                           NEUE GOLDENE BULLE der ERLÖSUNG:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/59 

                           NEW AUREA BULLA of RELEASE:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/61 

. 

 

 

WELTEN-BULLE_____(03. Dezember 2022): 

BULLA of EARTH 

 ________________________________________________________________ 

•Live:    Proklamation:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/150 

 

•Text:    WELTEN-BULLE:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/152   

            BULLA of EARTH:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/153 

 

•Foto:    https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/160 

 

 

. 

TESTAMENT_____ (03. Dezember 2022): 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

•Live:     Verlesung:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/154 

 

•Text:     TESTAMENT:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/156 

             TESTAMENT:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/158 

•Foto:     https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/162 

 

 

 

ZUSATZ ZU DEN HAUSGESETZEN/   SUPPLEMENT TO THE HOUSE LAWS 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

•Text:     ZUSATZ ZU DEN HAUSGESETZEN:    https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/194  

             SUPPLEMENT TO THE HOUSE LAWS:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/196 

 

B E F E H L /   O R D E R 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

•Text:     BEFEHL:    https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/209  

             ORDER:   https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/210 

•Foto:     https://t.me/stefanratzeburg/211  

 


